Industry

Tatarstan is the leader in GRP in the Volga Federal District
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2 trillion 254 billion rubles
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Manufacturing industries

20,8% Oil production
7,8% Food industry

Trade
Building
Transport and communication
Agriculture
Production and distribution electricity,
gas and water
Other

23,2%

Power industry

Industry
structure
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33,9%

7,8%

33,9 % Oil refining and chemistry
23,2 % Mechanical engineering
10,2% Other

Oil production and
refining

Oil produced
In 2017:

Total:

billion tons

million tons

million tons

Tatneft was mined from
them
PJSC "Tatneft" 1st place in the list of the best European
innovative companies in the field of geological
exploration (oil and gas)

Oil refining

billion rubles

million tons of oil

Chemistry and

PJSC "Kazanorgsintez"

PJSC "Nizhnekamskneftekhim"

The largest domestic producer of polymers and copolymers of ethylene (high pressure and low pressure
polyethylene, sevilen), one of the leading enterprises of the chemical industry of the Russian Federation.
Included in the group of companies JSC "TAIF"> 170 product names.
Main products:
polyethylene
polycarbonates
polyethylene pipes
acetone
phenol
sevilen
resin etc.

One of the largest petrochemical companies in Europe, occupies a leading position
in the production of synthetic rubbers and plastics in the Russian Federation.
Included in the TAIF Group of Companies. The main production facilities are located
in Nizhnekamsk.
Founded in 1967
> 120 products

JSC "Nefis Cosmetics"
Manufacturer of chemical products: household chemicals and technical products.
Founded 1855
> 300 product names.
The company owns well-known brands and trademarks “AOS”, “BiMax”, “Sorti”, “Biolan”,
“Ya rodilsya”, “Zavod Bratiev Krestovnikovykh”, “R.T.H”, “Lesnaya Polyanka”, “Celebnye Travy”.

The basis of the product range are:
general purpose and synthetic rubber;
plastics: polystyrene, polypropylene and polyethylene, including linear
polyethylene;
monomers, which are the raw materials for the production of rubbers and plastics;
other organic petrochemical products (ethylene oxide, propylene oxide,
alpha-olefins, surfactants, etc.).

Mechanical
engineering

large and medium
enterprises
About 135,5 thousand people are employed

Automotive industry
Aircraft industry
Shipbuilding
Engine building
Compressor building
Energy production and gas equipment
Instrumental production, release
of medical products and
equipment

JSC Kazan Motor-Building Production Association (KMPO JSC)

Founded in 1931 and it's one of the largest machine-building
enterprises in Russia
The main activity of KMPO is mass production of gas turbine engines
and equipment based on them for the transportation and distribution
of natural gas
Produces:
Gas turbine engines
Gas pumping units
Gas turbine power plants
Automatic gas distribution stations
Auxiliary equipment for the oil and gas complex
Metal structures

Issued > 1000 engines
> 30 % of the transport of Russian gas is carried out through the engines
of JSC "KMPO"
> 68 million hours total operating time of the engines of JSC "KMPO"

Automotive industry

PJSC "KAMAZ"
The largest manufacturer of heavy trucks in Russia
(45% of the Russian market belongs)
Included in the 20-ku by volume heavy truck production
Over > 2 240 000 trucks have been produced.
The KAMAZ-master team is the 15-times winner
of the Dakar Rally.

JV "FORD SOLLERS"
During the work produced >150 000 cars
For 2017, factories in Tatarstan produced
> 33 thousand Ford cars
The following vehicles are manufactured at the plants
in Naberezhnye Chelny and Elabuga: Ford Explorer, Ford Kuga,
Ford Transit, Ford Fiesta, Ford EcoSport

Aircraft industry

Kazan Aviation Plant named after S.P. Gorbunova branch of
PJSC "Tupolev"
Over the years of its existence, it has produced 20 000 aircraft of 22 types,
including Pe-2, Pe-8, Tu-16, Tu-104B, Tu-22MZ, Tu-160, Il-62M.
The company carries out:
service and production of the Tu-214
overhaul and modernization of the Tu-160 and Tu-22M4 aircraft

PJSC "Kazan Helicopter Plant"
The aviation fate of the enterprise was determined in 1940 it is from this date
that the history of the present Kazan Helicopter Factory begins.
In 1941, light biplanes were the first aircraft released by the plant.

Export 100 countries of
the world Helicopters:
Ansat
MI-17
MI-39
MI-8

The helicopters of the Kazan plant flew
50 million hours.
Helicopter "Ansat" – the only one helicopter
in Russia, developed and raised to the sky in
the post-perestroika period.

Shipbuilding

JSC "Zelenodolsk design bureau"

JSC "Zelenodolsk Plant named after A.M. Gorky"

One of the leading design bureau for the creation of warships and
surface vessels in Russia
Founded 1949
Built > 800 ships and vessels for the Navy, the naval units of the Border
Troops, the national economy, of which exports> 150
JSC "Zelenodolsk PKB" - is the design of ships and ships
and also maintenance of their construction
development of modernization projects
consultancy and design assistance
experiment and testing
design and manufacture of shipboard machinery products
design of equipment for the oil and gas industry

One of the largest and strategically important shipbuilding
enterprises in Russia
The history of the plant dates back to 1895, the creation of Parata
ship repair shops
Built > 1500 sea and river vessels including about 600 military
Produces:
ships and special purpose vessels
sea, river, river-sea, lake cargo ships
passenger high-speed light alloy vessels
repair, modernization, reconstruction of ships and vessels according
to customer documentation
Small rocket ship "Green Dol" is the best rocket ship in the Navy
of the Russian Federation. It won the prize of the Commander-in-Chief
of the Navy in missile firing. The best ship
on the Black Sea Fleet (05.12.2016)
Small rocket ship "Uglich" is the best ship of the International
Competition "Caspian Sea - 2015"

Consumer goods

Household chemicals
Appliances
Footwear
Food products
Clothing
Dishes

Innovative Products

in the ranking
of innovative
st place activities of the region

158 types
of innovative products produced
by enterprises per year
Medicine
Machine, instrument making
Petrochemistry
Agriculture
Construction Materials
Robotics

Specialized international exhibitions
>10 000 exhibitors and visitors
Dozens of participating countries
Aerospace technology
Petrochemical Forum
Engineering. Metalworking
Automotive Forum
TIAF supported by Automechanika
Energy. Resource Saving

Make in Tatarstan!
Become a member of the
cooperative supply chain!
Invest in Tatarstan!

